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n intrinsically disordered proteins
inside membraneless protein liquid droplets†

Yongsang Jo and Yongwon Jung *

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) in cells phase separate to form diverse membraneless organelles,

which have condensed liquid droplet-like properties and often contain multiple IDPs. However, how

potential interactions between different IDPs affect the dynamic behavior of these protein droplets is

largely unknown. Here, we develop a rapid IDP clustering system to generate protein droplets with

varied residue compositions and examine diverse interacting IDPs inside droplets. Three different IDP

droplets actively recruited other diverse IDPs inside droplets with extremely varied enrichment (inside/

outside) degrees (over 100-fold variation) under highly crowded conditions. The recruited IDPs were

mostly mobile even inside highly immobile droplets. Among the five tested IDPs, the disordered region

of Ddx4 helicase with its unique multiple charged residue blocks was noticeably influenced by droplet

mobility. We also discovered that droplets of different IDPs could rapidly fuse to each other.

Interestingly, some droplets were heterogeneously fused with segregated subcompartments, and this

segregation was enhanced by droplet maturation and was more apparent for specific IDP pairs, in which

the polar and charged residue compositions are highly different. The present study not only reports

multiple peculiar behaviors of interacting IDP pairs inside droplets but also provides valuable information

on generating membraneless organelle models with controllable droplet properties.
Introduction

Biomolecular condensation in cells generates various mem-
braneless organelles, which retain higher concentrations of
biomolecules inside than in the surroundings without discrete
physical membrane barriers.1 These condensates mostly exhibit
liquid droplet-like properties such as a round appearance and
the ability to fuse to each other.2 In addition, component
molecules exhibit dynamic diffusivity inside and undergo
continuous exchange with the outside, potentially enabling
spatiotemporal control of biological reactions. Diverse mem-
braneless organelles, such as nucleoli, stress granules, and p-
bodies, are known as functional cores of cellular processes,
such as gene expression, signal transduction, and stress
responses.3 A series of studies suggested that multivalent
interactions between repeated small protein motifs drive
protein liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS), which generates
compartmentalized protein liquid droplets.4

Many intracellular condensates are highly enriched in
proteins that contain structurally undened regions.2 These so-
called intrinsically disordered proteins/regions (IDPs/IDRs) are
compositionally biased and typically comprise particular polar,
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charged, and aromatic amino acids.5 It is believed that weak
multivalent interactions between these biased residues in IDRs
(for example, electro-static,6 cation–pi7 or pi–pi interactions8)
drive LLPS to generate protein liquid droplets with IDP scaf-
folds.9 Many protein droplets have been generated with a wide
range of IDRs by exceeding or altering the critical concentration
for protein phase separation. Interestingly, several IDP droplets
showed eventual maturation into less dynamic hydrogel struc-
tures or even into irreversible solid bril aggregates.10,11

Membraneless organelles normally include multiple IDPs,12

and thus interactions between different IDRs could be signi-
cant factors for the construction and function of these organ-
elles. Several studies indicated that compositionally biased
IDRs might have diverse strengths of affinities with each other.
For example, phase-separated droplets of fused in sarcoma
(FUS) protein were able to recruit many other FUS family
proteins13 as well as several IDR-containing proteins11 to varying
degrees. Highly concentrated FUS hydrogels also absorbed
diverse IDRs with different release rates.14 At present, however,
how interactions between diverse IDRs affect liquid droplet
behaviors such as mobility or compartmentalization inside
droplets is unknown. Here, we develop an IDR clustering-based
protein phase separation system and investigate the interac-
tions between diverse IDRs as droplet forming scaffolds and
also as recruited clients (Scheme 1). IDRs with representatively
varying amino acid compositions, which primarily govern LLPS-
driving residue interactions, were prepared. Subsequently, the
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275 | 1269
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Scheme 1 Schematic of protein liquid droplet formation by rapid
clustering of scaffold IDRs by streptavidin (STA). Droplet interactions
with other droplets (scaffold–scaffold interplay) and with recruited
client IDRs (scaffold–client interplay) are depicted.
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mobility and enrichment properties of these interacting IDRs
inside droplets were closely examined. Interestingly, IDR affin-
ities to other IDRs as scaffolds were vastly different from those
as clients. We also monitored the mixing processes between two
IDR droplets. Surprisingly, IDR droplets could rapidly fuse to
each other even without commonly binding biomolecules and
form multiphase structures.
Fig. 1 Formation of IDR protein liquid droplets. (a) Spherical liquid
droplet formation by STA-induced clustering of biotinylated FUS IDRs
and biotinylated SUMO-fused FUS IDRs. Scale bars: 10 mm. (b) FRAP
measurement of dynamic protein diffusion inside FUS droplets at 5min
after phase separation. FRAP recovery curves (left) and images (right)
are shown. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 15 from three independent experi-
ments). Scale bars: 5 mm. (c) Fluorescence images of dynamic fusion
between IDR droplets for three IDR scaffolds. Scale bars: 5 mm.
Results and discussion
Generation of membraneless IDR liquid droplets by protein
clustering

Several strategies to generate liquid droplets of IDRs via LLPS
have been reported. Changes of temperature15 or salt concen-
tration,6,11 protein oligomerization,16,17 and biopolymer (such as
RNA) mixing18–21 are all generally used to trigger IDR phase
separation. However, each IDR has different critical concen-
trations, responses to environmental stimuli, and biopolymer
affinities for droplet assembly. To accurately monitor diverse
IDR interactions inside and between diverse IDR droplets, the
droplet forming conditions must be constant for various IDRs,
and components that can interact with IDRs must be mini-
mized. Here we use protein-based rapid clustering of IDRs to
generate diverse IDR droplets under the same phase separation
conditions. IDR clustering will increase protein multivalency,
which is known to enhance the protein LLPS tendency.2,4 Site-
specically biotinylated IDRs can be rapidly and stably tetra-
merized by streptavidin (STA),22 which also has low non-specic
interactions with other proteins (Scheme 1). Previously, several
optogenetic methods were developed to spatiotemporally
induce IDR LLPS in living cells by clustering IDRs with light,
where the clustering degree could also be varied.17,23,24 On the
other hand, STA-based clustering provides a xed valency (4)
and is not ideal for cellular applications. Instead, STA offers
reliable macroscopic in vitro LLPS conditions for diverse IDRs,
compared to light-induced cellular protein clustering methods.

We rst tested the IDR of fused in sarcoma (FUS) protein,
which is known to form IDR protein droplets and recruit several
other IDPs into these droplets as discussed above.11,13 The bio-
tinylated IDR of FUS protein was clustered with STA, and typical
spherical liquid droplets2 were rapidly generated (Fig. 1a and
S1†). Dynamic diffusion of the FUS IDR inside the droplets was
also conrmed by uorescence recovery aer photobleaching
1270 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275
(FRAP) (Fig. 1b). However, only 40% of FUS IDR clusters were
mobile in droplets, which is lower than the mobile fractions of
several previously reported FUS protein droplets.10,11 Moreover,
the biotinylated FUS IDR was highly prone to aggregation (data
not shown). Most endogenous IDPs contain multiple folded
domains in addition to their IDRs (Fig. S2a†).5 Therefore, we
added a small and highly soluble SUMO protein domain to the
biotin-FUS IDR (biotin-SUMO-FUS IDR). The resulting SUMO-
FUS IDR was highly soluble, and STA-induced clustering again
rapidly generated SUMO-FUS IDR droplets (Fig. 1a). More
importantly, the biotin-SUMO-FUS IDR was mostly mobile
inside the droplets, showing properties of more natural FUS
droplets.

We also selected two other droplet-forming IDRs (TAF and
LAF), which feature amino acid compositions distinct from that
of FUS. The IDR of TBP-associated factor 15 (ref. 25) (TAF),
which belongs to the FET protein family along with FUS, has
more charged residues than that of FUS. On the other hand, the
IDR of LAF-1 (ref. 26) protein (LAF) has a signicantly lower
number of aromatic and polar residues than the FUS and TAF
IDRs (protein sequences in the ESI†). Weak interactions
between biased IDR residues primarily drive phase separation,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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and these residues might also govern IDR droplet properties
such as interactions with other IDR proteins. TAF and LAF IDRs
were similarly prepared as droplet scaffolds (Fig. S2b†). Upon
mixing with STA, these IDRs in the biotin-SUMO cassette also
readily formed spherical protein liquid droplets. In addition, all
the IDR droplets showed dynamic and rapid fusion between
droplets, a representative liquid droplet property (Fig. 1c). The
phase separation tendency of each IDR was clearly different,
where LAF generated droplets at the lowest concentrations and
TAF requires the highest concentrations (Fig. S3†). Addition of
a high concentration of crowding reagent (15% PEG), however,
allowed us to generate all the IDR droplets under the same
conditions and, therefore, it would be possible to reliably
investigate diverse IDR interactions with minimized external
effects, particularly for different IDR droplets with widely varied
residue compositions.
Fig. 2 Recruitment of client IDRs into IDR droplets. (a) Amino acid
compositions of IDRs. Polar charged, aromatic, and IDR abundant (S,
Q, and G) residues are summarized. (b) Representative fluorescence
images of three IDR droplets (FUS, TAF, and LAF) with various EGFP-
fused client IDRs and free EGFP (green). Cy3-tagged scaffold IDRs
(orange) were used to measure scaffold IDR enrichment inside drop-
lets. The image of EGFP-DDX subcompartments in FUS droplets is
indicated with a red box. Scale bars: 10 mm. (c) Partition coefficients
(PCs) (inside/outside droplets) of client EGFP-IDRs, free EGFP, and
Cy3-scaffolds. The PC of EGFP-DDX sub-compartments inside FUS
droplets (EGFP-DDX (Sub)) is also shown. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 100
from three independent experiments).
Active recruitment of IDR clients inside IDR droplets

To assess IDR interactions inside droplets, we examined the
ability of the three IDR droplets (scaffold) to recruit various
other IDRs (client). In addition to the three scaffold IDRs, two
more IDRs from well-known constituents of membraneless
organelles (again with distinct residue compositions) were also
prepared as client IDRs (Fig. S4†). The IDR of Ddx4 helicase6

(DDX) contains even more charged residues (nearly 30%) than
that of LAF (Fig. 2a). The IDR of TIA1 (ref. 27) (TIA) has only
a few charged residues similar to that of FUS but is much
shorter than the other IDRs. EGFP-fused IDR clients were added
to pre-formed IDR droplets. The nal protein concentrations of
scaffolds and clients were set to 80 : 1 (scaffold : client). The
quantitative recruitment propensity was obtained by measuring
partition coefficients (PCs), which are ratios of uorescence
mean intensities inside and outside the droplets. First,
condensation of droplet-forming scaffold IDRs themselves by
droplet formation was quantitated with chemical dye-labeled
scaffolds (Cy3-scaffold). Upon droplet formation, scaffold IDRs
were highly condensed (enriched) inside with PCs ranging from
20 to 40 (Fig. 2b, c, and S5†).

When client IDRs were treated with these scaffold-
condensed droplets, nearly all the client IDRs were clearly
recruited to all three droplets, while free EGFP was barely
recruited (Fig. 2b). Recruitment degrees signicantly varied
depending on the scaffold and client IDRs (Fig. 2c and Table
S1†) under 15% PEG conditions. FUS, TAF, and TIA clients were
moderately localized (enriched) into droplets (PCs 2–20) with
FUS showing the weakest recruitment. The PC of monomeric
and EGFP-fused FUS (3.9) inside FUS droplets was signicantly
lower than the STA-clustered FUS scaffold PC (23.2). Notably,
EGFP-FUS and EGFP-TIA (both IDRs with only a few charged
residues) were hardly localized into highly charged and less
polar LAF droplets (PCs 1.2 and 2.6, respectively), similar to free
EGFP (PC 1.8). Overall, client recruitment degrees inside drop-
lets showed no correlation with scaffold enrichment degrees.
Interestingly, the DDX and LAF clients showed extremely high
PCs (100–250), which were even �ve-fold higher than scaffold
enrichment PCs. It is not clear how DDX and LAF (both with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
a high number of charged residues but fewer polar residues)
display unprecedentedly strong localization in all IDR droplets.
DDX and LAF interactions might be more effective inside
droplets than outside, showing even stronger client enrichment
than scaffold enrichment. To examine the importance of
charged residues in the client to high droplet enrichment, we
prepared charge residue-removed LAF (LAF-CR), in which most
of the charge residues were mutated to polar residues (Fig. S6†).
The resulting LAF-CR residue composition was similar to the
FUS residue composition. Interestingly, charge-removed LAF
showed dramatically reduced localization in all IDR droplets
(PCs 2.5–3.5), even comparable to that of the FUS client. It is
also noteworthy that droplet–client recruitment cannot be
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275 | 1271



Fig. 3 Dynamic diffusion of scaffold and client IDRs inside droplets. (a)
FRAP recovery curves and images of three scaffold IDRs after 1 h of
maturation. (b) Mobile fractions of scaffold and client IDRs inside the
three IDR droplets (including DDX subcompartments) after 1 h of
maturation. (c) FRAP recovery curves and images of client EGFP-DDX
in IDR droplets including FUS droplets with EGFP-DDX subcompart-
ments (Sub). Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 15 from three independent exper-
iments). Scale bars: 5 mm.
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simply explained with affinities between IDR pairs. For
example, FUS droplets can strongly recruit LAF, but LAF drop-
lets do not recruit FUS. We also examined whether this para-
doxical observation is still valid in the absence of protein
clustering or under more physiologically crowded conditions.
The recruitment tendency of the LAF and FUS clients was
consistent even without STA clustering or with less PEG (phys-
iologically relevant 1.5% PEG28 or 0% PEG rather than 15% PEG)
(Fig. S7†). Overall client enrichments inside droplets were,
however, dramatically reduced with lowered PEG
concentrations.

We also observed that the recruited DDX client formed
unique subcompartments inside the FUS droplets (red box in
Fig. 2b). Recruited DDX was further enriched (�10-fold) in these
subcompartments (Fig. 2c), which were also distinguishable
from the FUS droplets in the contrast images (Fig. S8†). This
unique behavior of DDX inside FUS droplets could be caused by
its amino acid composition. The abundant charged residues of
DDX form characteristic multiple charged peptide blocks,
which provide stronger protein interactions than scattered
charged residues,6 possibly leading to DDX condensation inside
the FUS droplets. In fact, when charged residues of DDX were
randomly scrambled,6 DDX subcompartments inside FUS
droplets were not observed at all (Fig. S9†).

We next examined oligonucleotide (ON) recruitment since
many membraneless organelles also contain nucleic acids. Only
LAF droplets visibly recruited ONs (PCs: 6.5 for RNA, 1.9 for
single-stranded DNA, and 1.2 for double-stranded DNA), while
FUS and TAF droplets even slightly excluded ONs (Fig. S10†).
ON recruitment is likely driven by the abundant positive resi-
dues in LAF droplets (Fig. 2a), even without any specic ON
binding motifs. Control of DNA recruitment into droplets and
exclusion from droplets was also possible by mixing varying
ratios of two IDR scaffolds (Fig. S11†), which can be a potential
strategy for selective biomolecular compartmentalization.

The PCs of scaffolds were not altered by client addition
(proteins and ONs) (Fig. S12†), indicating that the scaffold
condensation processes are mostly unaffected by small portions
of clients. When droplets were generated by IDR dimerization
rather than tetramerization, the recruitment tendency was
similar for all the clients, but the overall PCs including scaffold
enrichment were lowered (Fig. S13†). The data suggest that
enhanced clustering of scaffold IDRs facilitates enhanced
scaffold condensation as well as enhanced client recruitment.
Dynamic diffusion of interacting IDRs inside droplets

We next investigated the relative mobility of the scaffold and
client IDRs inside droplets. Since maturation of several IDR
droplets into less-mobile structures has been reported,11,13

scaffold diffusion was examined at 1 h aer droplet formation.
While FUS and LAF droplets were mostly mobile, only 40% of
the TAF scaffold was mobile (Fig. 3a). On the other hand, most
client IDRs including ONs are highly mobile inside all the
droplets including heavily matured TAF droplets (Fig. 3b and
S14, Table S2†). Client IDRs might have characteristic high
mobility (generally mobile) inside droplets regardless of
1272 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275
scaffold mobility or affinity, although EGFP fusion could also
affect client mobility. For example, the client LAF, which
showed strong recruitment (affinity) to TAF droplets (Fig. 2),
was still highly mobile inside the largely immobile TAF
droplets.

Only the client DDX displayed a somewhat scaffold-dependent
mobility decrease (Fig. 3c). While EGFP-DDX was highly mobile in
the mobile LAF droplets, its mobile fraction was signicantly
decreased in the immobile TAF droplets. In addition, sub-
compartments of EGFP-DDX in the FUS droplets were also highly
immobile, while EGFP-DDX in the diluted parts of droplets was
mobile. We further tested scaffold maturation over 2 h. TAF
droplets showed the fastest decrease of the mobile fraction (30%
aer 2 h), and FUS droplets also showed moderate maturation
(�70% mobile aer 2 h), while LAF droplets were highly mobile
even aer 2 h (Fig. S15†). Again, only the client DDX clearly
showed a mobility decrease inside the TAF droplets as TAF
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 4 Dynamic fusion between different droplets after maturation. (a) Fluorescence images of two differently labeled mixed IDR droplets. TAF
droplets were mixed with LAF (left) or FUS (right) droplets after 5 min or 1 h maturation and incubated for 5 min. Ratios of fluorescence mean
intensities of the dense and diluted phases of segregated droplets are indicated with yellow numbers. Scale bars: 10 mm. (b) Fusion between LAF
and FUS droplets. Fluorescence images and intensity profiles of LAF/FUS fused multiphase droplets are shown (right). The fluorescence profiles
are obtained using the yellow lines that cross through multiphase droplets. Scale bars: 10 mm (left) and 5 mm (right). (c) Fusion between FUS
droplets and the droplet-removed free LAF tetramer. Contrast images of FUS droplets and LAF tetramers before mixing are also shown. Scale
bars: 10 mm. (d) Schematic diagram of the mixing processes between two differently labeled IDR droplet solutions. Possible fluorescence images
for Cy3 (yellow) and Alx350 (blue) dyes andmerged images are depicted. (e) Analysis of a FUS and LAF droplet mixture. Droplets werematured for
1 h before mixing. Representative droplets of uniformly distributed droplets with high FUS (type 1) or high LAF (type 2) and segregated droplets
(type 3) are indicatedwith arrows and numbers. Population, relative IDR ratios, and sizes of these three types of droplets are summarized below (n
¼ 171 from 5 independent experiments). Scale bars: 10 mm. (f) FRAP recovery curves and images of the dense and diluted phases of LAF/FUS fused
droplets. Error bars: 1 s.d. (n ¼ 15 from three independent experiments). Scale bars: 5 mm.
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scaffolds matured and became less mobile over time (Fig. S16†).
Diffusion of other client IDRs was not affected by scaffold matu-
ration. It is not clear why only client DDX showed scaffold-
dependent mobility changes. Indeed, LAF and DDX both have
abundant charged residues unlike the other IDRs and also
showed high enrichment in IDR droplets as clients (Fig. 2). One
clear difference between DDX and LAF is its unique charged
residue blocks. Interestingly, charge-scrambled DDX showed
increasedmobility insidematured TAF droplets (Fig. S17†). Inside
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
2 h-matured TAF droplets, the mobile fraction of charge-scram-
bled DDX was 65%, while that of wild-type DDX was only 44%.
The data suggest that charged blocks of DDX may contribute to
the unique diffusion behavior of DDX inside IDR droplets. There
are also residue differences in the Ser, Gln and Gly contents (LAF:
S, Q 8.3% and G 35.1%; DDX: S, Q 14.8% and G 18.6%). Previ-
ously, Wang and colleagues showed that Ser and Gln are ‘droplet-
hardening’ residues, which can reduce the mobile fractions of
FUS IDP droplets, while Gly is a ‘droplet-soening’ residue, which
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275 | 1273
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shows an opposite effect.12 DDX with more Ser and Gln and less
Gly residues might be more sticky than LAF inside droplets and
inuenced more by the surrounding scaffold IDRs.
Dynamic interactions between different IDR droplets

There are many examples of multiphase (such as core–shell)
cellular droplets, where segregated parts exist inside droplets
with each compartment enriched by different proteins.2,29,30 A
recent study demonstrated that two different immiscible IDR
droplets with different surface tensions can form multiphase
droplets by adding commonly binding (to both droplets) RNA.29

Without any commonly binding entities, we investigated inter-
actions between the three IDR droplets, which showed varying
IDR affinities to each other (droplet enrichment propensity: FUS
< TAF < LAF) and also different maturation traits (maturation
propensity to less-mobile structures: LAF < FUS < TAF). TAF
droplets, which showed the fastest maturation, were rst mixed
with FUS or LAF droplets at 5 min or 1 h aer phase separation.
Two different droplets that were labeled with different dyes were
incubated for 5 min before uorescence imaging analysis. Even
only aer 5 min of incubation, all the droplets showed uores-
cence signals of both mixed IDRs (Fig. 4a). However, while TAF
and LAF (or FUS) were uniformly distributed (miscible) in mixed
droplets with 5 min of maturation, weak but clear phase segre-
gation was observed with 1 h of maturation (Fig. 4a and S18†).
Ratios of the uorescence mean intensities of the dense and
diluted phases exceeded 1.6 for FUS droplets with TAF scaffolds,
indicating that maturation of droplets could reduce their misci-
bility. On the other hand, when we mixed FUS and LAF droplets,
the mixed droplets showed strong phase segregation even with
only 5 min of maturation (Fig. 4b). Signal ratios of dense and
diluted phases easily exceeded 4 for LAF scaffolds inside FUS +
LAF droplets. These subcompartments also showed liquid-like
fusion inside droplets (Fig. S19†).

During mixing of two IDR droplet solutions, droplets with
both IDR signals can be generated via multiple routes. Since
a portion of STA-clustered IDR tetramers can exist freely outside
the droplets, these free IDR tetramers can be recruited to other
IDR droplets as clients. On the other hand, two different droplets
can also directly fuse to each other to form even larger droplets.
In fact,many large droplets were observed in the dropletmixtures
(Fig. 4a and b). To elucidate this droplet mixing process, we
prepared a free LAF tetramer solution without LAF droplets by
removing the droplets by centrifugation aer LLPS. When this
clear, droplet-removed LAF tetramer solution was mixed with
FUS droplets, we only observed droplets with uniformly distrib-
uted FUS (strong) and LAF (weak) signals (LAF/FUS: 0.28 � 0.02)
without any segregation (Fig. 4c). The data strongly support that
segregated multiphase LAF–FUS droplets are generated by direct
droplet–droplet fusion. Upon droplet mixing, there will be
droplets with recruited IDR tetramers, which would have a rather
uneven population of the two IDRs (lower signals for clients) and
also droplets generated by droplet–droplet fusion, which can
have segregated forms (Fig. 4d).Whenwe analyzed themixture of
1 h matured FUS and LAF droplets, 44% of droplets exhibited
clear segregation (Fig. 4e). In fact, these segregated droplets are
1274 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1269–1275
generally bigger (�55 mm2) than uniformly distributed droplets
(10–12 mm2), supporting the nding that segregated droplets
were generated by droplet fusion. In addition, LAF/FUS ratios
(Alx350/Cy3) inside segregated droplets are relatively even (1.21),
while the other 56% of smaller droplets without segregation have
clearly uneven IDR ratios (Alx350/Cy3: 0.32 or 4.49). Among these
small droplets, It is likely that 15% of droplets mostly represent
FUS droplets with LAF tetramers (type 1, LAF/FUS: 0.32; also see
Fig. 4c) and the other 41% of droplets are LAF droplets with FUS
tetramers (type 2, LAF/FUS: 4.49). Similarly, when FUS and TAF or
TAF and LAF droplets (with 1 h of maturation) were mixed, larger
droplets with similar signals of the two IDRs showed segregated
multiphases (Fig. S20†). However, since droplet segregation was
weaker in the FUS + TAF and TAF + LAF mixtures (Fig. 4a),
segregated droplets were clearly less abundant (�23%). Taking
these results together, this is the rst observation that droplets of
interacting IDR scaffolds can rapidly fuse and sometimes form
multiphase droplets depending onmaturation. It is possible that
strong phase segregation of FUS + LAF droplets is due to large
polar and charged residue differences between FUS and LAF
(Fig. 2a). As previously reported, IDR droplets with different
surface tensions can form multiphase droplets.29 We also
measured the surface tensions of FUS, TAF, and LAF droplets.
Both the FUS and LAF droplets showed high surface tensions,
while the TAF droplets showed the lowest surface tension
(Fig. S21†). Since the FUS + LAF droplets showed the strongest
phase segregation (Fig. 4), IDR droplet properties other than
surface tension can also likely contribute to the formation of the
segregated IDR phases.

Scaffold FUS and LAF IDRs in the dense or diluted phase of
multiphase droplets were as mobile as single-phase droplets
(Fig. 4f and S22†). Dense phases of TAF were also largely
immobile similar to the TAF-only droplets with 1 h of matura-
tion. On the other hand, TAF in the diluted phase was highly
mobile, indicating that diffusivity can be varied by sub-
compartment formation inside droplets. When the initial
droplets were generated with two IDRs and incubated for
maturation, multiphase separation was largely diminished
(Fig. S23†). Only FUS + LAF droplets with 1 h of maturation
displayed weak multiphase separation. Maturation before
droplet fusion (not aer fusion) can effectively enhance multi-
phase segregation. In addition, multiphase separation was also
weakened when droplets were generated without IDR clustering
(Fig. S24†). Enhanced LLPS by IDR clustering is also important
for the observed multiphases of fused droplets.

Conclusions

We developed a protein clustering cassette to investigate the
behaviors of diverse interacting IDRs inside and between mem-
braneless organelle models. Nearly all the tested IDRs with
extensively varied residue compositions were recruited to drop-
lets, while the enrichment degrees were highly varied (PCs
ranging from 2 to over 200), and some clients even showed higher
enrichment than the scaffolds under highly crowded conditions.
Also, the FUS and LAF IDRs paradoxically recruited each other
(FUS droplets recruit LAF, but not vice versa) regardless of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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molecular crowding or clustering. Most recruited IDRs were
highly mobile inside the droplets, largely independent of scaffold
mobility. We also observed that different IDR droplets rapidly
fuse to each other without commonly binding biomolecules, and
they can form multiphase droplets with a clear dependency on
droplet maturation and IDR residue compositions. While we
showed how IDRs with their distinct residue compositions
display uniquely different behaviors as scaffolds and clients,
further studies must focus on the detailed molecular codes of
IDRs, which determine these vastly varied IDR behaviors. The
present discovery can also be used to generate various mem-
braneless organelle models, where client enrichment, droplet
mobility, and subcompartment formation can be tunable by
selecting the appropriate IDRs. We expect that diverse biochem-
ical processes in various biomolecular condensate environments
can be monitored with these versatile droplet models.
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